The well-known theorem of Pappus has been generalized in [1] . The proof oi that theorem was algebraic i.e. the considered projective space was constructed over any field. However it may be interesting, whether there exists a proof which does not depend on coordinates. The aim of this note is to present such a proof, quite geometrical, of the generalized Pappus theorem.
The well-known theorem of Pappus has been generalized in [1] . The proof oi that theorem was algebraic i.e. the considered projective space was constructed over any field. However it may be interesting, whether there exists a proof which does not depend on coordinates. The aim of this note is to present such a proof, quite geometrical, of the generalized Pappus theorem.
The projective space P n will be treated here as a set of points with distinguished classes of its subsets IH m ] m = -1,0 n . We shall assume that elements of these classes; called by us m-dimensional subspaces, satisfy the incidence axioms from 12]. Furthemore we shall assume that there is a unique projectivity in P^ which transforms three given distinct points into three other given distinct points.
N-l -dimensional subspaces will be called hyperplanes. an arbitrary set of points.
-1105 - since dim (F n Hj}~2) = n-3 = dim (F n F ), the equality (1) holds. n Let Sj, S Q denote the subspaces ZiAjjj.b.) and fl S^, respectively. We shall study the nature of the subspace S Q in each of the following cases:
1) a.* F u F Q for i=l n.
As in the proof of the equality (1) we show that dim S = 0 i.e.
S Q is a point
2) a .e F for i=l k lsksn-1 and a.* F^ for i=l n. L'emma is true (with the additional assumption F * F^ ) for such point systems a^ a n that at least one of these points belongs to F q or Z(Aj^j) c F for some i l^isn. Take into account such a point system a^ a n in H^ that (2) a^ F q and Z(A (i) ) t F for i=l n.
Then, as it has already been shown, S Q is a point. Replace in A = (a^ a n l the point a n by a variable point (3) ). Obviously if we replace, in the above considerations, the line Z(a^,a n ) by an other line Z(a.,aj) i*j , then we obtain the same results.
Let now be given points in Hj such that a^e F for . i=l aj,, 0 s k s n-2. Call d^ = F n Z(a^,aj) for j=k+l,... ZISp.c^jj). If we repeat the above proceeding n-1 times, we arrive at the point system d^n,...'^n_i n ' a n which is associated with a point contained in the hyperplane Z(S Q ,F Q ). However, as it has been earlier shown, the point P n _j must belong to Hj" 2 . By the above, Z(S 0> F 0 ) = Z(p n _ 1 .F 0 > = = Z(H£~2,F 0 ). Hence
Lemma is true in this case.
Assume now that among (n-1) points d^. associated with each of the points aj, + j a n at least one'belongs to F n F . Take into account a point a" such that â i { Fu F u Z(Fn F_,a Li1 )u... n n o o K+i ...u Z(F n F 0 ,a n )} It is clear that the points = = F n Z(â n ,8j) i=l n-1 do not belong to F n F . Applying a finite number of displacements of the points a^ along the lines Let a^ a n be such a point system in H^ that a^jf F for i=l,...,n . We shall show that Z(S Q ,F). In order to prove it, notice that if we replace the point a R by variable point x R of the line Z(aj,a n ), then, as in 1°, the point S Q t* n ) will describe the line Z(S",c 1 "), where c. = F n Z(a.,,a ). By a o in in in'
finite number of such displacements we can replace the points Bj,...,a n by arbitrary other linearly independent points a"^..... a" . where ï^* F for i=l n. Clearly, the respective points S 0 <X^) belong always to Z(S Q ,F). This ends the proof of Lemma. In the case n=2 we obtain the well-known theorem of Pappus.
Then the lines H and H coincide. P P
